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Abstract 

Tripura has been making strides in the recent times towards leveraging its locational 

advantage, cultural and historical similarities and ties with Bangladesh towards enhancing 

economic and strategic relationships between the two countries. In the more tangible 

space, several connectivity improvements have happened in Tripura including for 

roadways, railways and most recently waterways, that puts it promptly into the map as a 

possible gateway to the rest of the world via Bangladesh for India’s North East Region 

(NER) and also the land-locked neighbouring countries of Nepal and Bhutan. This paper 

looks at these recent developments and shares some specific ideas for Tripura with 

particular reference to the sectors of agri-horticulture, aqua, forestry and tourism, towards 

leveraging the recent investment in infrastructure ad diplomatic ties. 
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Tripura: Furthering Possibilities on Regional Integration 

Introduction and Backdrop: 

Tripura, astate in North Eastern region of India, is bordered by Bangladesh to the north, 

south, and west, and by the Indian states of Assam and Mizoram to the east. It shares a 

856km long border with Bangladesh, which is around 84 percent of its total border. In 

terms of connectivity with the rest of India, the state lies in a geographically 

disadvantageous location with only one major highway, National Highway (NH) 8, 

connecting the state with the rest of the country, though, recently the state was also 

connected to the Indian Railways network through broad gauge tracks, improving the 

connectivity to an extent. A similar situation emerges when one looks at Tripura’s nearest 

and neigbouring Indian states. The distance of Agartala, the capital of Tripura, is 

approximately 550 Km from Guwahati, the capital of Assam, 375 Km from Aizawl, the 

capital of Mizoram and 1,500 Km from Kolkata, the capital of West Bengal (through the 

chicken neck corridor in Siliguri, West Bengal). Given this reality of geographical isolation 

from the rest of the country, the state has had to face challenges in terms of overall 

connectivity, economic growth and prosperity. 

In stark contrast, the state is quite close to commercial centres and hubs of the 

neighbouring country Bangladesh. The distance between Agartala and Dhaka, the capital of 

Bangladesh, is about 130 Km. Some other commercial hubs/district headquarters of 

Bangladesh are also close to Agartala - for example, Brahmanberiais about 40 Km, Comilla 

is about 60 Km, Narsingdi is about 80 Km and so on. The geographic proximity and 

cultural/linguistic similarities between Tripura and Bangladesh makes for a strong case in 

favour of better connectivity and economic exchange between them. Keeping this in view, 

the governments, both central and state, have been taking major steps towards enhancing 

connectivity, relations and friendship on economic and diplomatic fronts, with Bangladesh, 

with very encouraging results. This paper collates the recent developments to this end, 

flags the potential and shares some ideas to take ahead this discourse on Tripura emerging 

as an economic, diplomatic and strategic gateway for India’s relationship with its very 

important neighbour, Bangladesh. 

Recent Connectivity and Infrastructure strides by Tripura: 

Other than road connectivity through National Highway 8, which used to be the only major 

connect between Tripura and the rest of India, the state was connected to the country’s 

broad gauge railway network in 2016. This development majorly gave a boost to Tripura’s 

link to the rest of India. This was a very important and critical connectivity boost for the 

state. Nevertheless, though the connectivity modes got better and modernised, the distance 
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with the rest of India is a reality that will always remain an impediment for the state. 

However, this hurdle seems to have been taken seriously by the state and the central 

government in the recent times and riding on Tripura, proximity to Bangladesh, the state 

has seen a flurry of developments, planning and execution in terms of connectivity projects, 

both within and across the borders. This includes, among others: 

Completion and inauguration of the Agartala-Sabroom rail link in October 2019 

Regular Passenger bus services between Agartala - Dhaka - Kolkata 

The second Addendum to the PIWTT, signed on May 20, 2020, added Sonamura- 

Daudkandi stretch of Gomti river (93 Km) in Tripura as India-Bangladesh Protocol 

route No.9 & 10. 

Addition of Sonamura (India) and Daudkandi (Bangladesh) as Ports of Call 

Readying of a floating jetty on River Gomati in Sonamura in three weeks’ time and 

plans to construct a permanent jetty in another 3 years’ time 

Agartala-Akhaura rail link expected to be completed in 2021! 

Upcoming bridge on river Feni near Sabroom (Tipura)-Feni (Bangladesh) border 

Planned Integrated Check Post (ICP) at Sabroom, for which the central government 

has already sanctioned INR 365 crores2 

In-principle approval from the central government to set up a SEZ at Sabroom, with 

estimated investment of INR 1550 Crores? 

Proposed Multimodal Logistics Hub in Sabroom, Tripura, which has received in 

principle approval by the Union Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Government of 

India® 

  

  

First Transit Cargo to Tripura via Bangladesh using Multimodal transport: 

The first consignment of goods from Kolkata arrived at Tripura on July 23, 2020 via 

Bangladesh. Bangladeshi ship MV Shejyoti carrying a consignment comprising of 50 metric 

ton TMT steel bars and 53.22 metric ton pulses left Kolkata's Haldia port on July 16 and 

reached Chittagong port on July 21. Thereon, four Bangladeshi trucks carried the goods up to 

Akhaura Integrated Checkpost (ICP), where the consignment was formally received by 

Tripura Chief Minister Biplab Kumar Deb. The consignment of steel bars was subsequently 

ferried to western Tripura's Jirania and the pulses were transported to southern Assam's 

Karimganj.* 

  
  

thttps://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/agartala/agartala-akhaura-rail-link-in-september- 

2021/articleshow/74001708.cms 

2 https://www.outlookindia.com/newsscroll/centre-sanctions-rs-365-cr-for-sabroom-icp-in-tripura/1758955 

3https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/tripura-gets-its-first-ever- 

sez/articleshow/71451337.cms 

4https://nenow.in/north-east-news/tripura/first-consignment-of-goods-arrives-in-tripura-via-bangladesh.html 

5 https://www.tripuraindia.in/update/index/tripura--s-proposal-for-logistic-hub-in-sabroom-agreed-centre-asks- 

adb-for-dpr-soon 
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Tripura has been in the limelight for proactively capitalizing on these new opportunities. 

This includes the first ever consignment from Kolkata to Tripura via Chittagong as the 

transit port and multi-modal modes of waterways and roadsways. 

Advantage Tripura and Possibilities: 

Given the above developments and also the conducive socio-political reasons, including the 

fact that Tripura shares the language, cuisine and culture o f the neighbouring country, it 

has immense potential to be North East India’s connect to mainland India via a shorter and 

economical route and also the gateway to the larger Bay of Bengal region and beyond for 

India’s North East and the neighbouring land-locked countries of Bhutan and Nepal. Some 

of the key areas where Tripura can emerge as a hub and centre for economic activities are 

listed as below. 

I. Tripura as a Transport-Transit Gateway for North East India and beyond: 

Given the unique positioning and the recent strides made in terms of connectivity, 

infrastructure and diplomatic gains, Tripura has immense potential to develop as a 

transport-transit hub and gateway connecting the Hills of North East India, Bhutan and 

Nepal and the Plains of Bangladesh and further to th Bay of Bengal. This will help the entire 

land-locked territory comprising of India’s North East and the neighbouring countries of 

Bhutan and Nepal to gain an alternate access to the seaports of Bangladesh which will be 

easier, quicker and more arguably economically feasible. The maps below help illustrate 

the case. 
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Map 1: Map showing the PIWTT routes and coastal and maritime routes that fit into the larger 

connectivity scenario of the region. The map indicates how the NER can be connected to the rest of India 

and also to the sea ports in both India and Bangladesh through the newly declared protocol route 

Daudkandi- Sonamura (marked by red ellipse). 

    
Map Source: Inland Waterways Authority of India
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Tripura can be the gateway to connect 

the larger North East 

mainland India via 

India with 

multimodal 

transport and transit systems using 

Bangladesh’s territory. Presently, the 

North East Indian states connect to the 

rest of India through the Chicken-neck 

in Siliguri, West Bengal. 

there geographical 

challenges to connectivity between this 

Siliguri corridor and the larger North 

East given the hilly terrain with steep 

roads and, multiple circuitous bends, 

difficulties in building and maintaining 

roadways, frequent landslides in hilly 

areas and the likes. This translates into 

higher costs for 

transportation, which can be vastly 

reduced if the alternate route through 

corridor 

However, are 

time and 

  

As per estimates, more than 50 

million tons of cargo moves through 

the Siliguri chicken-neck 

corridor(refer Map 2)by rail and road 

annually.¢ A substantial part of this 

cargo is destined for the North East 

states. Even if a fraction of this volume 

is routed through the alternate route 

using Bangladesh Waterways and 

Tripura as the gateway to the North 

East, it could lead to substantial 

lowering of logistics cost and time and 

also create economic opportunities and 

livelihoods for people in this region in 

the sectors of transport, logistics, 

support services, among others.     

eee    
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Map 2: Map’ showing the railways and major road 

connectivity that can enable Tripura as the gateway for the 

NER and other land-locked neighbouring countries 

Bangladesh and Tripura can be popularised. This 

will lead to reduction in distance along with lower 

cost of transportation via the inland waterways 

mode has the potential to reduce logistics cost for 

the industry based in the North East region. 

Moreover, the waterway connectivity through the 

IBP route provides industries based in the North 

Eastern states direct access to Kolkata Port Trust’s 

(KoPT) Kidderpore Dock System (KDS) and Haldia 

Dock Complex (HDC) located on NW-1, thereby 

enhancing their potential for EXIM trade.® This 

®a short brief onIndo Bangladesh Protocol Route (IBP), Inland Waterways Authority of India 

? Source: https://indianexpress.com/article/explained/through-bangla-a-development-shortcut-for-northeast/ 

8 Nath Prithviraj, Sayandeep Chattopadhyay and Pooja Das, Indo-Bangladesh Cooperation on Inland Waterways: 

Recent Developments, Possibilities and Ideas, Asian Confluence, 2020 
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connectivity, once established will help the land-locked territories not only access the rest 

of India, but also global markets, with particular reference to the neighbouring countries of 

Bangladesh, Myanmar and also other ASEAN countries. 

Agaratala and Petrapole: A quick comparative look 

A comparative look at Agartala-Akhaura and Petrapol-Benapole (the busiest land port 

between India and Bangladesh) helps one understand the context and hence the required 

interventions better, particularly in terms of trade and transit between Bangladesh and the 

NER. 
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Figure 1: Comparison of last 5 year’s Trade (in INR crores) between Petrapole and Agartala 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

      

Table 1: Comparison of last 5 year’s Trade (in INR crores)° between Petrapole and 

Agartala 

Import Import Export Export 

Petrapole Agartala Petrapole Agartala (Rs. 

Year (Rs. Cr.) (Rs. Cr.) (Rs. Cr.) Cr.) 

2014-15 2367.11 265.5 12820 0.71 

2015-16 2684.62 282.16 13656.48 0.239 

2016-17 2847 47 189.6 15654,22 0.64 

2017-18 2689.62 235.22 16109.8 0.267 

2018-19 3943 355.06 17437 1.42 

2019-20* 881.1 26 3978.08 0.94         
  

* 2019-20 figures are till May 2019 

  

° Data: Land Port Authority of India
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Figure 2: Comparison of last 5 year’s Passenger movement between Petrapole and Agartala 

As apparent from both the figures and table above, the two ports quite far apart in terms of 

both trade and passenger movement. One of the principal reasons why trade and business 

volumes and hence also people’s movement, are so high through the Petrapole-Benapole 

border is the trade and movement readiness of border crossing point with good port 

infrastructure and business facilitation on both sides of the border. For e.g. India has a 

state-of-the-art ICP with all required facilities foro cargo and passenger handling at 

Petrapole that is ever improving and Bangladesh is also bringing up Benapole to the same 

levels in terms of infrastructure, presence of regulatory bodies (plant and animal 

quarantine, food safety authorities), connectivity, services like banking, internet, etc. While 

there still are many challenges and hence delays, given that none of the other land port 

crossings between India and Bangladesh have the same amount of preparedness and 

infrastructure, the trade volumes and congestion remains quite high at this border 

crossing. Benapole being a critical supply point for various essential commodities, 

consumer goods and raw materials for industries and businesses in Bangladesh, the 

government of Bangladesh assigns a lot of importance and resources to this port. 

The Agartala-Akhaura land crossing has similar potential, particularly for Bangladesh’s 

trade and transit with the NER. This will however need appropriate infrastructure on both 

sides of the border. For e.g. at present only Agartala side has an ICP but Akhaura does not 

have matching infrastructure. Similarly testing facilities available are not adequate. While 

Agartala now has a testing facility, it is mostly to deal with processed food products coming 

n from Bangladesh and a few other items. Testing infrastructure needs to be bettered on 

both sides if the variety and volume of traded products are to be increased. This further 

compounded by the absence of safety and regulatory authorities (Agartala only has Plant
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Quarantine authorities and not animal quarantine), thereby limiting the scope of trade and 

the kind of items that can be traded through this port. 

It is however pertinent to mention here that putting up infrastructure, officials and 

authorities at port is a direct function of the amount of trade that happens or the potential 

for possible trade through a specific border point. Given resource constraints, governments 

on both sides allocate them on priority basis to ports that have high volume and demand 

for trade. However, given Tripura’s upcoming infrastructure and connectivity and the 

existing potential for it to be a gateway between NER and the neighbourhood, this 

potential is very real and hence appropriate resource allocation can be explored in 

consultation with the neighbouring countries so that the same facilities are mirrored on 

both side s of the border. 

Enhancing trade and economic ties between Bangladesh and NER will additionally need a 

gradual dismantling of the port related restrictions that Bangladesh has in place with 

respect to ports in the NER. Positive developments have been happening on this front as 

well with Bangladesh incrementally allowing more products to be traded through the ports 

along its border with NER. 

  

Recent Developments towards lifting Port Restrictions: 

As a result of continued exchange and discussions between the Indian and Bangladeshi 

establishments on relevant matters related to trade and customs, a positive 

development took place in end 2019. In a recent order!® from the Bangladesh National 

Revenue Board, Bangladesh has now allowed several new items to be exported from 

India to Bangladesh through Agartala-Akhaura (13 items) and Srimantapur-Bibirbazar 

(19 items) Land Custom Stations. This include live animals, fish spawns, fresh fruits, 

onions, chilies, ginger, garlic, live plants, seeds, wheat, stones& boulders, limestone, ball 

clay & quartz, coal, chemical fertilizers, china clay, wood, timber, etc. Imports of all 

kinds all allowed through these ports. This has opened up more opportunities for 

Tripura to enhance trade with the neighbouring country. 

Additionally this order also, opened up new LCS n NER for Bangladesh’s trade with 

Nepal and Bhutan for all products other than yarn and potato produced in these two 

countries. This also majorly opens up possibilities if utlising the already in place and 

upcoming infrastructure in Tripura as well as larger NR to enhance both bilateral and 

transit trade with Bangladesh through NER     
  

  

10 Extraordinary Gazette, December 1, 2019, National Board of Revenue, Government of Bangladesh 
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Tripura as a part of sub-regional Agri-horti-forestry product value chain: 

Tripura, along with the other states of North East region (NER) of India like Assam, 

Meghalaya, Mizoram, Manipur, etc., is a home to a variety of agro-climatic zones and hence, 

extremely rich in agri-horti-forestry produce, particularly fruits, spics, exotic vegetables 

and medicinal plants, among others. Similarly the plains of Bangladesh are abundant in its 

agricultural produce, particularly, cereals, pulses and vegetables, among others. The sub- 

region, as a whole, has immense variety of such produce to offer to their collective markets 

as well as beyond. 

A recent paper by Asian Confluence explored the NER-Bangladesh collaboration advantage 

in agri-horticulture and allied sectors and concluded that there could be win-win 

collaborations across the borders to do value additions to raw materials, produce and create 

cross-border value chains.1! It alluded to the substantial share of high-value products with 

little penetration of chemical-intensive farming in the NER as one of the advantages that 

can be leveraged for an increasingly conscious global consumer who increasingly ask for 

low or no chemical-organic, safe, environmentally conscientious and ethical food. With 

Bangladesh’s thriving and growing food processing industry and NER’s unique product 

offerings, a coming together of the two, will have immense potential, the study observed. 

The study also referred to recent World Bank publication which supports this idea and says 

there are opportunities for firms from Bangladesh to create and appropriate value in this 

value chain. Bangladesh, with its vibrant food industry, could also invest in farms and other 

businesses along the value chain in NER. Its logistics providers could partake of margins 

generated in the value chain by providing services, especially if transit through Bangladesh is 

made possible through the required policy changes. Such transit would cut down the time and 

costs to reach markets in India and abroad, which could be a key enabler for NER’s 

horticultural value chains, especially those related to fresh products where the time taken in 

transportation plays a very important role. ! 

Given the decided connectivity advantages of Tripura and its cultural and social proximity 

to Bangladesh, the state can be a very important part of a larger sub-regional agri-horti- 

forestry product value chain. The advantage of Tripura in this case is aptly demonstrated 

by the fact the thee first foray of Bangladeshi food giant PRAN in India is Tripura wherein a 

production plant has been set-up and is successfully run by the group to cater to Indian 

markets. This idea needs to be furthered through an intensive and market driven research 

  

1 Ibid 8 

22K athuria, Sanjay, and Priya Mathur, eds. “Strengthening Cross-Border Value Chains: Opportunities for India and 

Bangladesh.” Development Knowledge and Learning. World Bank, Washington, DC. License: Creative Commons 

Attribution CC BY 3.0 IGO
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to understand the pre-requisites towards developing regional value chains on agri- 

horticulture and forestry products. 

The following diagram can indicate the possibilities for aggregation and processing of 

produce from this region. 
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Figure 3: Possible flow chart for Sub-regional Agri-horti-forestry product value chain 
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Il. Tripura asa part of a larger sustainable Tourism Circuit beyond borders: 

Tripura and North East in general could be a thriving tourism circuit given the naturally 

beautiful and varied geography that the region has including snow-capped mountains, deep 

valleys, lush forests, varied flora and fauna other than unique and myriad cultural, cuisine 

and art-form related attractions. While the preset pandemic situation has put a hold on 

travel and tourism, both within and across borders, with gradual easing of the restrictions, 

tourism can be one of the chief enabler of economic revival and creation of livelihoods even 

in remote locations of the region. Tripura has substantial potential for the both high-value 

and neighbourhood-focused cross-border tourism. 

High-value tourism a la Mekong: In recent times Tripura has been taking string steps to 

bolster its tourism sector and also attract more footfalls. To cite a case as example, 

Chhabimura, a fantastic and yet, little know tourism destination in Tripura was recently 

taken up by the state government for promotion of its unique offering of deep meandering 

river gorges surrounded by jungles, the 8t century rock-carving of Chakrakma and the 

many other historical and natural wonders along the banks of the river Gomati. Asian 

Confluence had recently undertaken a project exploring learning from the Mekong region 

for the four states of NER, viz. Tripura, Meghalaya, Assam and Arunachal Pradesh. The 

report!? from the project highlighted the immense similarities that the NER, including 

Tripura, has with the Mekong region, in terms of the tourism potential and how learning 

from the Mekong region on community-driven sustainable tourism that is designed around 

local culture, cuisine and architecture can help transform the NER in terms of its global 

tourism footfall, natural and cultural resource preservation and economic dividends. 

Neighbourhood-focused_Cross-border_Tourism: With regards to cross-border tourism, 

particularly considering the neighbouring country of Bangladesh, Tripura has immense 

potential in terms of MICE, Shopping and Medical Tourism. Agartala, which is already well- 

connected wit the neighbouring country and soon to improve ein terms of connectivity 

with the Akhaura-Agartala rail and the recently declared waterways link, can be a great 

destination for both MICE, Shopping and Medical tourism. Agartala already has an 

Integrated Check Post (ICP) in place with well-equipped immigration facilities that can 

handle movement of passengers to cater to these ideas. Regular bus services is already 

operational between Agartala and Dhaka and complimenting this, there is an Assistant 

High Commission of Bangladesh in Agartala to help assist with the movement of people and 

cross-border business and relations between the two countries. Additionally Agartala also 

built new hospitals and medical facilities in the recent times with the vision of making it a 

  

13 . . . 
Outcome Report: Mekong-Brahmaputra Conversation, Asian Confluence, 2019, available at 

https://www.asianconfluence. org/publication-details/outcome-report-mekong-brahmaputra-conversation 
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health hub of the sub-region.14 The Tourism Policy 2020-25 of Tripura government 

mentions that “A detailed market plan shall be developed to promote medical & wellness 

tourism in association with concerned stakeholders including reputed medical institutions 

and practitioners, medical service providers, amongst others”.15 With all this potential and 

infrastructure already and soon to be in place, the border town of Agartala can emerge as a 

thriving and bustling tourism destination. This could well be modeled on some of the 

border towns along the United States-Mexico border (e.g. San Diego-Tijuana border) which 

specifically attracts people across the borders from Mexico with state-of-the art shopping 

arcades, targeted promotions and facilities to enhance cross-border shopping tourism 

which also spills over to other forms of tourism and economic activities. 

To cite another specific example, Asian Confluence did a quick take at Chhabimura (as a 

tourism destination as part of it myNADI initiative and found that Chhobimura has immense 

potential for tourism of many kinds, including nature, adventure, archaeological and history 

trails.6It further added that there are immense possibilities around High Value Tourism 

Circuits linking sites like Chhabimura, Unakoti and Pilak which can include archaeological, 

natural and adventure tourism ideas and also for day-long River Cruise using flat-bottom 

cruise boats on Gomati river with Chakrakma site, Deb Duar and Deb Sora as halt-points. 

Beyond the specific case Chhabimura, Agartala or Tripura, such tourism circuits can be 

linked to various tourism destinations across the NER, West Bengal and to Bhutan and 

Nepal as well. These could include Buddhist circuits, adventure, nature, mountain and wild 

life trails, as also cultural, cuisine and agri-horti tourisms. As a word of caution, it will be 

very vital to ensure that tourism that is promoted, is sustainable in terms of its footfall and 

destination management, impact on local ecology and culture and also preserving the 

diverse and fragile mix of ecology-ethnicity-culture that this region embodies. This again 

needs careful and meticulous approaches that are informed by ground level evidence, 

knowledge and sensitivity. 

Given Tripura’s connectivity progress, the conducive political and social environment and 

also the cultural proximity to neighbouring country Bangladesh, Tripura is rightly poised to 

emerge as the Gateway for India’s North East and beyond. The above areas suggested in 

terms of possibilities are but a few of the possible opportunities that can be explored and 

the potential for promoting prosperity, economic, diplomatic and strategic ties with 

Bangladesh and beyond. The entire narrative also clearly dovetails with the larger goals 

and objectives of India’s Act East and Neighbourhood First Policy. 

  

14 hitps://www.business-standard.com/article/pti-stories/plans-afoot-to-make-tri pura-a-health-hub-says-minister- 

119022300504_1.html 

15 http://triouratourism.gov.in/sites/default/files/TRIPURA_TOURISM POLICY 3rd Feb 2020 1230.pdf 

16 Conversation 3, River Gomati @Chhobimura, Tripura, Asian Confluence, 2020, available at 

https://www.asianconfluence. org/publication-details/mynadi-chhobimura 
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Some Key Enablers: 

e Enhancing, leveraging and utilising the existing and upcoming connectivity 

infrastructure, with emphasis on multi-modal links and augment the Last-mile 

connectivity to small and local economic units and producers. 

e Developing and linking internal domestic supply/value chains with commercial hubs 

within and beyond the borders, with particular reference to Bangladesh. 

e Creating better value chain infrastructure like cold-chains, aggregation-collections 

centres, technology aided (e.g. Block chain technology) transportation systems, better 

linkages between market intelligence systems and producers, etc 

e Creating capacity, skills and space for innovation with particular reference to the 

sectors of agri-horti-aqua forestry and tourism 

e Creating incentives, infrastructure and mechanisms (including those related to FDI ) to 

enhance private sector participation both from within and beyond the borders, with 

particular emphasis on partnerships and collaborations with strategic partners in the 

Bay of Bengal and larger Indo-Pacific region 

e Strengthening and building on the already strong relationship with Bangladesh 

through commerce, culture and people-to-people links. Tripura can be at the forefront 

of strengthening and cementing the friendship between the nations. 

  

  

Idea to Explore: 

Sub-regional Agri-horti-Forestry Products Processing Zone involving NER- 

Bangladesh and Tripura as the Gateway: 

A sub-regional project involving the NER states and Bangladesh could be conceived 

wherein agri-horti-forestry products are aggregated , processed and value additions done 

at central location (s) within nth sub-region to cater to consumers within and beyond the 

sub-region this could also be in the form of a Special Export Processing Zone that enables 

easy flow of sub-regional produce, labour, capital and technology so as to capaitalise on the 

sub-region’s immensely varied and naturally gifted product basket. This could lead to high- 

value offerings for consumers from within and beyond the region and also lead to 

substantial generation f economic activities, livelihoods and cross-border relationships in a 

win-win mode. This idea will need to be further fine-tuned through an intensive and 

market driven research to understand the pre-requisites towards developing regional 

value chains on agri-horticulture and forestry products. This should include identifying the 

right mix of products (based on market demand and trends and also enable a shift towards 

low climate impact), seasonality of production-supply, possible production-aggregation- 

processing clusters, target markets, transport and logistics considerations, etc.     
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